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Abstract 
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Applications 46 (1992) 55-64. 
In this work we start the study of the ideals “i,k of cobordism classes in ;“* containing a 
representative M” admitting a (Z,)A-action whose fixed point set is (n ~ r)-dimensional. 
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1. Introduction 
In his work “On fibering of cobordism classes” [lo], Stong introduced the problem 
of computing the ideal ,a!,+ (following the notation of Capobianco [ 11) of cobordism 
classes in N* which contain a representative M” admitting an involution whose 
fixed point set is (n - r)-dimensional. Conner and Floyd have already shown that 
,a!+ = (0) [4,2.1]. Stong computed 9: in [lo, 9.21, Capobianco computed 9: in [2] 
and 9: in [l], while $:, &+, .Y?+ and 9: were obtained respectively by Iwata in 
[5], Wada in [ll], Wu in [12] and Kikuchi in [6]. 
For instance, Stong showed that $a’, is the set of classes (Y in Nn with W;(Q) = 0 
and Capobianco showed that $a’, is the set of classes LY in A”,, for which 
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Similarly, one may consider (Zz)k-actions to obtain ideals 9;,, =@F_ ,a:,, . Here, 
(Z*)” is considered as the group generated by k commuting involutions 
T,,T,,...,Tk. 
Computing ,a:,, for k > 1 is generally harder than for k = 1, and the reason for 
this is the variation in the normal action. Specifically, given a (ZJk-action (M”, @), 
4=(T,, T*,..., Tk), with F as fixed point set, the normal bundle 7 of F in M” 
decomposes as a Whitney sum of subbundles on which (Z,)” acts as one of the 
irreducible (nontrivial) real representations. To make a description of this decompo- 
sition one may use sequences a = (a,, u2,. . . , ak) where each a, is either 0 or 1. Let 
E, c n be the subbundle on which each T, acts as multiplication by (-1)“~ for each 
j; then 
77= 0 &cl 
a+(O) 
where (0) = (O,O, . . . ,O) (trivial sequence). In this way, choosing an order for 
{a: a # (0)}, F and the ordered set of the 2k - 1 vector bundles F, (a # (0)) constitute 
the fixed data of the action on M”. 
The difficulty of computing 9i.k for k > 1 lies in the fact that dim(F) = constant 
means only that 1, +(01 dim( E,) = constant, thus allowing several possibilities for the 
sequences (dim(&,)),,,,,. 
We can obtain, however, some results of more restrictive type by imposing 
limitations on the variation of these sequences. In this direction, the main point of 
this work is to show that the ideal of classes in X, which contain a representative 
M” admitting a (Zz)2-action whose fixed point set is (n -3)-dimensional and with 
dim(s,)= 1 for all a, is the ideal 9=@z=‘=,{a~~V,,: w~w,-~((Y)=O, i=O, 1,. . ., n}. 
At the end of the paper, exploring this idea a bit more and working still with the 
case r= 3, k =2, one identifies some subsets of the set of all possibilities for 
(dim(s,)),,(,, for which the corresponding ideals of 9?+2 are zero (including the 
cases on which (dim(c,)),,o, is constant and different from (1, 1, l), (3,0,0), (0,3,0) 
and (0, 0,3)). 
We present also short arguments to show that ,a!&& = (0) for all k and 4i,k = 
@?=2~i for k>l, establishing thus 9;,, as the first nontrivial case. 
2. Preliminaries 
Throughout this paper we will use the notation F = F,, F being the fixed point 
set of a (Z,)k-action (M”, 4); we will also suppress the bundle maps and will denote 
by A the line bundle over projective space bundles. 
Now we focus our attention on the ideal 9i,2. Consider the set 
P={(r,,r,,r,):r,=O,l or2;ri#rJ if i#j}u{v=(l,l,l)}, 
and denote by Y any nonempty subset of H = {(3,0,0), (0,3,0), (0, 0,3)}. Let 
a E K&2 be represented by the manifold M” with (Z,)‘-action 4 = (T, , T2) having 
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fixed data (Fn-3, E(~,o), E(o,~), ~~~,~d; we write &1 = ql,o), Em= E(o,~), Q= ql,l). Note 
that e,, .s2, .s3 are the normal bundles of F in FT,, FT, , FT, T2 respectively. 
For each subset AC Pu H denote by $:,,(A) the set consisting of the classes (Y 
above such that for each component F’ of Fnp3, (E,@ ~~0 e3)lFz satisfies (dim(c,), 
dim( s2), dim( c3)) E A. 
Observe now that Ca’,,, = 9:,2(Pu H) and it is not hard to see that 4:,,(A) is a 
subgroup of N,, and 9?,+2(A) is an ideal in N*: also 9:,,(A) c .9:,,(B) if AC B and 
9i,2 = ,a’,,,( P) + 9?,,( Y) (we observe that LJ’,,~( Y) = ,a?,+, and this ideal was computed 
in [2]). 
As mentioned in the introduction, the main point of this work is to show that 
~~,2W) = 9 = 6 { cuENn: w~w,_;(0!)=0,i=0,1,..., n}. 
n=J 
In order to analyse Stiefel-Whitney numbers of (Y we will make use of [7,4] 
which expresses the cobordism class [M”] in terms of the fixed data (F, E, , ~2, s,); 
specifically, one has 
where the first fibers over RP(e,OR) and then over F and the second fibers over 
RP(cJ) and then over F. We will also make use of the “exact sequence of bordism 
of ((ZJ”, q)-manifolds bundles” introduced by Stong in [9,4.3], which for k = 2, 
q = 0 is: 
O+~n((Z2)‘, 0)5@ N,,(Z,, 1)5Jk,,,((z,)2, 0)-O. 
This sequence yields 
O+~n((ZJ’, 0) FF -0 ~~:,,,,.~,,,,,((Z2)“, ~)AJQ-,,,(Z~, 1)-O. 
This latter sequence is not exact, but SFF = 0; we remark that FF[M”, 4]= 
[E,@F~@E~-+ F] and S[E,OE~@E~]=[S(F,),A; E~@E~,A*] with S(F,) the sphere 
bundle of E,, A the antipodal involution and A*(x+y) = x-y. From [8, 8.71, there 
is an isomorphism 
q:&,..JZ,, l)+Nr-,(BO(l)xBO(s)) 
defined by sending [S(E,), A; ~~633 F~, A*] to 
AO(E2@E~) S(E,) 
A* 
+- =[/~@(E~@(E~@~))+RP(E,)]. 
A I 
It follows that A@(E,@(E,@~)) b ounds as an element of N~_,(BO(l)xBO(s)), 
and so all its characteristic numbers are zero. 
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Next we shall prove the following: 
Theorem 3.1. 9!+, = (0) for all k. 
Proof. The k = 1 case is the Conner and Floyd’s result [4,2.1]. Assuming k> 1, 
consider a (ZJk-action (M”, 4), 4 = (T,, T,, . . . , Tk), with F& having dimension 
n-l.WemaysupposeM”connected.Foreacha=(a,,...,a,)let(Z,)~-’=kerf,, 
where f, : (Z,)” + Z,= {+l, -l} is the homomorphism given by fa( 7;) = (-l)“~. Let 
F, be a component of Fd; then over F,, dim( E,) = 1 for only one a and dim( ab) = 0 
for b f a. Since E, is the normal bundle of F, in F+ / cZzJ;-lxM,a, this latter is M”, 
and so over any component of F,, dim(e,) = 1. Choosing b # a, this implies 
F4 ~~Zz~~-~xM~’ = F, and SO ,a!+, C c6+.+k_, . 0 
Concerning to $i,k, as it was already said before, ,a:,, was obtained by Stong 
[lo, 9.21. For k> 1, we have the following: 
Theorem 3.2. $‘,,k =@zz ,Ir, if k > 1. 
Proof. Let RP(n, , n2,. . . , n,) denote the projective space bundle of the bundle 
h,Oh,O. . .@A,5 over RP(n,)xRP(n,)x. . . x RP(n,), where hi is the pullback of 
the line bundle over the ith factor. In [lo, 8.11, Stong showed that every cobordism 
class in @;“=* JV, is represented by a fibering with fiber RP(2), by exhibiting indecom- 
posable manifolds RP( n, , n2, n3) in every dimension. Consider the fiber preserving 
(Z,)*-action (RP(n,, n2, n,), $), which on each fiber reduces to (RP(2), 4), being 
$J = (T,, T2) givenby T~.G, xl, x21 = [-x0, xl, x21, T2[xo, xl, x21 = [x0, -xl, x21. The 
codimension of FJ is 2, so 9i,2= @Fz2 xi. Now we know that 9a,k c 96, for k <p, 
by observing that the actions (M”, T,, T2, . . . , Tk) and (M”, T, , T2, . . . , Tk, Id) have 
the same fixed point set. Therefore the theorem is established. 0 
4. 9$&A) for some subsets A c P 
Theorem4.1. ~‘,,,({v})=~=~~=f-3{~~E~: w~w,_,((~)=O,i=O,l,..., n}. 
Proof. AS shown by Capobianco [2], 9 is generated by classes RP(n,, n2, n3, n,). 
Let ~~~~~,~2,~~,~~1=[--x,,-~2,~~,~~1, T2[~,,~2,~~,~41=[-~1,~2,-~3,~41; 
then (T, , T2) defines a (Z2)2-action on RP( n, , n2, n3, n4) whose fixed point set is 
four copies F, , F2, F3, F4 of RP( n,) x RP( n2) x RP( n3) x RP( n,), and the fixed data 
is U4=, (fi, A,,OAi, Ak,OAi, A.yI@Ai), where (j,, ki, si) are (3,2,4), (4, 1,3), (1, 4, 2), 
(2,3, l), respectively, for i = 1,2,3,4. This means that 9 c ,a;.,({ v}). 
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To obtain the reverse inclusion, suppose p belongs to $!+2({~}); p may be 
represented by M” with (Z,)2-action whose fixed data (F, e, , F~, e3) has 
dim(s,)=l, i=l,2,3. One has P=a+ip where a=[RP((e,Oh)Os,OR)], cp= 
[RP((E,@A)@A@E,@R)]. But cp fibers with fiber RP(3) and so from [2,2.1], cp 
belongs to 9. 
We will analyse the fibering 
through the facts [3,23]: if [+ V is a smooth k-dimensional bundle and c denotes 
the characteristic class of the line bundle A + RP([), then H*(RP(t), Z,) is the free 
module over H*( V, Z,) on 1, c, . . , t?‘, with the relation 
ck=u,ck-‘+. ..+u,ck-‘+.. .ttJ“, 
where vi is the ith Whitney class of 5. The total Stiefel-Whitney class of RP([) is 
given by 
W(RP(S))= W(V)(,&l+c)“‘u,). 
Denote W(E,) = 1+ u, W(E>) = 1+ U, W(F~) = 1+ w, W(F) = 1+ w,+ w,+. . .+ w,-~ 
and let c (respectively d) be the characteristic class of the line bundle over RP( E~@R) 
(respectively RP((s,@A)Os,OR)). We write W((E,@A)OF,OR)=I+A,+A~, 
thatis,A,=u+w+c,A,=u(w+c).Then 
W(RP((E,OA)@E,OR)) 
= W(F)((1+c)2+(l+c)v)((l+d)3+(l+d)2A,+(1+d)Az). 
Letting W, be the ith Stiefel-Whitney class of RP((e,OA)@&,@R), and by 
using the relations c2= cv, d’= d*A, +dA,, we get W, = u+ v+ w+c+d + w,, 
W,,~i=~,_i+~,~,_,W~+~,-r~2W~+~,~i~3W~, where W:=A,+v+d, W;= 
d*+A,+vd+vA,, W;=vd2+vA2. 
In the next, the symbol (Y will also denote the fundamental homology class of 
RP((s30A)@s,0R). 
In order to prove that Wl W,_,(a) = 0, i = 0, 1, . . . , n, we will make use of the fact 
that all characteristic numbers of qS[&,Oe,O&,]=[&,0(&,O(s,O&,.))]E 
JV”~-,(BO(~) x BO(2)) are zero; here, (r, s, t) is any permutation of (1,2,3). 
In H*(RP((s,OA)O s,OR), Z,) the relation d3 = d’A,+ dA2 yields inductively 
di=d2J;(A,,Az)+dg,(A,,A2) withtheJ;andtheg, satisfyingJ;+,=A,f;+g,,g,+,= 
A2f;, and so f;+, = A,J; + A2J;_, ; letting f2 = 1 this latter formula makes sense even 
for i=3. 
Now putting m, = u + v + w, m, = u( v + w), the relation c* = cv yields CA, = cm,, 
cA2 = cm2, and so dXA,, A21 = cf;(m,, m,); we write f; =J;(m,, ml). Also, induction 
gives ck = cvk-‘. 
One puts J; = C, + N, where C, is obtained by collecting the monomials of J; 
involving ck, k > 0, and replacing ck by cv h~‘ifk>1;wewriteyetC,=cDifori~3 
(observe that C2 = 0, N, = 1 and dim( D,) = i - 3). 
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To proceed, one needs some facts involving certain classes of H*(RP((&,@h)@ 
&,@R)); throughout, L,, will denote any summation of monomials of dimension p 
involving only m, and wi. 
Fact 1. diL,-i(cr)=O, i=3,4,. . . , n. 
Fact2. d’(vd+vA,+A,)L,_,_,(a)=O, i=2,3 ,..., n-2. 
Fact3. d’(vd*+~A~)L,_~~~((~)=0, i=1,2 ,..., n-3. 
Proof of Fact 1. One has for i 2 4, 
f; = A,&-, + A&* = A,( C,-, + N,-,) + A2( Ci--2+ Ni_,) 
=m,C,_,+(u+w)N,_,+cNi_,+m,C,~z+uwNi_,+ucN,~z; 
hence Dj = m,Di_,+m,Di_,+ Ni-,+uN,_,for i 3 5. Also N, = (U + w)N,_, + uwN,_, 
for i ~4; this fact, together with Nz = 1, Ns = u + w, implies inductively Ni = 
CJi’, Uiw i-2-j. Therefore, N,_, + UN;_, = wim3, and so D, = m, Dip, + m2Di_2 + wip3 if 
i z 5. Now, D, = 1, D,= u + v = m, + w; then we conclude inductively that Di 
depends only on m, , m2 and w. 
For each i, 3 s i G n, diL,_i = (d2f; + dg,)L,_i = d2CiLn-i for dimensional reasons. 
Recalling that if m E Hnp3(F, Z,), then mcd2(a) = mc[RP(&,OR)] = m[F], one has 
finally that d’L,pi(a) = D,L,_,[F] corresponds to a characteristic number of [E,@ 
(EI@(E2@4)1. 
Proof of Fact 2. d2(vd+vA,+A2)L,-4(a)=(vdA2+d2A2)Ln_4(a)=(uw+ 
UC)L,_,[RP(E,OR)] = uL,~~[F] is a characteristic number of [s,@(~,@(e,@s,))]. 
Now putting B, = Dj + wD,_, for j 3 4, we assert that Bj depends only on m, and 
m2. This follows inductively by observing that 
B,=(m,D,-,+m,D,-,+ ~‘~~)+w(rn,D,_~+rn~D,_~+w’-~) 
= m,B,_, + m,B,p, if 126, and B,=mf+m,, B4=m,. 
Suppose then 3 G is n - 2; we have 
di(vd+vA,+A2)L,_;~2 
=(d2(v~+,+vA,f;+A,f;)+d(vg,+,+vA,g,+A,gi))Ln~r-2 
=(d2(vf+,+v(u+w)f;+uwJ+c(u+v)f;))L,_,_, 
=(d2(VC,+,+m,C,+VWCj+C(U+V)~))L,~i_, 
by using dimensional considerations. Therefore 
d’(vd+vA,+A2)L,_,~2(cx) 
=(vD,+,+m,Di+vwD;+(u+v)f;)L,~,~2(a) 
=(uBi+l+ m,D, + (ml + w).6)Ln-,-2(a) 
is a sum of characteristic numbers of [&30(e,0(~20~3))] and [E,@(EI@(EX@EZ))]. 
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Proof of Fact 3. One has d(ud’+ uA,) = d2uA,, so for i = 1 the term is z&_,_,[F]. 
For2si<n-3, 
d’(vd2+ IIA~)L~-~-~ 
=(d221(f;+2+A2f;)+d~(g,+2+A2g;))L,-,-3 
=d2v&fi+,L,-s 
=d2u(CJ;+,+(U+W)c,+,+(u+W)Ni+,)L,~,~, 
=d2C~(~+~+(U+w)Di+~)Ln_;~~, 
hence di(ud2+~A2)Ln_-i_-3(~)=(Zlf,+,+(m2+wm,+w2)D,+,)L,_i_,[F]. 
Now, 
W{ W,_f(a)= WiWn_,((Y)+ WiW,_i_l We+ W’,Wn-i_2W$(CX) 
+ w; w,-i-3 Wj(a). 
(i) W~W,~~(~)=O, i=O, l,..., n. 
There is nothing to prove for i = 0, 1,2; so let 3 S i G n. We may formally write 
Wf w,-~ = (C crd’m{wF)w,pi; then one has, for dimensional reasons, 
Thus 
The first term is zero because it corresponds to a characteristic number of [F~@ 
(E,~(c~~F~))] and the second term is zero by Fact 1. 
(ii) W~W,~~-,W;(CZ)=O, i=O,l,_.., n-l. 
One has W{ = m,+(c+d), hence 
C (c+d)‘m’,+‘wf 
1 (c+ d)‘+‘m{ w: 
and we proceed with each term as in (i). 
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(iii) W~wnpi_-ZW;(a)=O, i=O,l,..., n-2. 
For i = 0, it is immediate, so let 1 G is n - 2. Then 
W;W,-~-~W;(CU)= 
> 
(d*+d+~A,fA~)~~_~_~(a) 
= C u’-‘~+2m{w: w,_,~~[F] 
( r>C, > 
+ 
( 
C urj,+,m(w’; W,_i__ZJF] 
r>O 1 
IZl 
+ C d’+2mjw: w,-,_>(a) 
,a, 
+( ,F, d’m:wF) (vd+vA,+A,)w,_,~,(a). 
The fourth and the fifth terms are zero by Facts 1 and 2, respectively; the remaining 
are characteristic numbers of [E*@ (a, 0 (EGO EJ)]. 
(iv) W~w,pi_-3W!Ja!)=0, i=O,l,..., n-3. 
If i = 0, this is zero for dimensional reasons. For 0 < i 5 n - 3, 
W;w.,-;_xW;(o);(z c’d’m:wr)(vd’+uA,)w,~i_,(a) 
= & u%+2m:wt W,-i-3[Fl ( > 
+ C vrm2f,m<w: W*-i&3[F] 
t->O 
132 
+(L,d'mjw:) (d*+ VA2)W,_i-_3((Y). 
Fact 3 proves that the third term is zero and the remaining terms are as before. 
We conclude that (Y belongs to 9 and so the theorem follows. 0 
Next one identifies some subsets AC P-{ v} for which 9;,,(A) = (0); putting 
P-{v}={T,,T~,T~,T~,T~,T~} where 7,=(2,1,0), 7*=(1,0,2), ~~=(0,2,1), TV= 
(1,2, O), T5 = (0, 1,2), 76 = (2,0, l), we start with 
Theorem 4.2. $&(A) = (0) for A = {T,, ~2, TX}. 
Proof. Suppose cy belongs to .9<,,(A) and is represented by the manifold with 
(Z,)2-action (M”, 4), 4 = (T, , T2). Let us denote by F, the union of all components 
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of F6 for which (dim(&,), dim(e,), dim(+)) = r,. Then cx is represented by the union 
of the following Iiberings: 
(1) RP(&,OR)~RP(&*OR)~~~,; 
(2) RP(E,OE,OR)+ FTI; 
(3) RP(AOE,OR)+RP(E~)+ FTz; 
(4) RP((E~OA)OR)~RP(E~OR)~F,,; 
(5) RP((s,@E,)OF~@R)* F,,. 
The class of (4) is zero because ( E,OA)OR is a two-dimensional bundle, and 
the class of (1) is zero since any monomial of dimension n in the Stiefel-Whitney 
classes of RP( E, 0 R) is zero for dimensional reasons. For (3), denote W( F,) = 1-t U, 
W( .s3) = 1-t s, + s2, and let c (respectively d) be the characteristic class of A (respec- 
tively of the line bundle over RP(A 0 &,OR)); by using the structure of H*(RP(A 0 
F,@R)) one has that any Stiefel-Whitney number Wi, . . W;,[RP(A 0 F,OR)] 
; 
a sum of terms of the form d*cj(~,.s,, wiC,(FJ)[RP(AO&,OR)]= 
U, s,, w,.,(F,,))[F,,], and this is a characteristic number of c,@ Ed+ F7,. Now 
qSFF[M”, T,?,, T,]=~S[E,OE~~E~~=[~,OF,~F~,]+[AO(E~~A)~RP(~,)],,~~ 
zero in Nnm3(BO(1) x B0(2))0J+,(BO(l) x BO(1)). In particular, [a,@&,+ FJ 
= 0. 
The same approach may be used to show that the classes of (2) and (5) are zero. q 
As above we can also prove that 9?+.*(A) = (0), for example, if A = {To, r5, TV}; 
by permutations in (Ti, T,, T, TJ it follows that the same is valid for the sets 
(Q-4, r5, ~~1, {r,, r2, rJ, {r3, ~~~ rJ, {rr, 74, r6], {ri, T~, ~~4)~ {r,, TV,, Q]. For the 
remaining twelve subsets A c P -{v} with order(A) = 3, I do not know whether this 
is true. 
For subsets A c P-{ v} with order(A) = 2, there are twelve of these such that 
9:,,(A) = 0; again I do not know whether this is true for the remaining three subsets. 
Evidently the above implies 9s’, &{T}) = 0 for any T E P - { v}. 
Also we know nothing about i?&A) if either A c P has order >2and ufAor 
AC P-{v} has order ~4. 
The difficulty in all these cases lies in the fact that, for any permutation of 
(T, , T2, T, T2), the part of qSFF[M”, ~$1 which is interesting for the problem either 
has more than one term or has no suitable connection with the Stiefel-Whitney 
numbers which I want to become zero. 
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